Receive an optical image.

Convert the optical image to an electronic image.

Execute movement and zoom operations through correction of distortion in the electronic image introduced by the lens and the image sensor.

Relate the movement and zoom commands to a region of interest in the electronic image, wherein the region of interest includes at least a portion of the electronic image.

Correct distortion through reference to a table of parameters that are particular to a combination of the lens and image sensor.

Provide a plurality of electronic images.

Combine the plurality of electronic images into a single image.

Scale the region of interest and the electronic image at different resolutions.

Provide the region of interest and the electronic image for simultaneous use.

Provide the region of interest and the electronic image in overlapping views.

Include multiple portions of the electronic image in the region of interest, each portion including a different part of the electronic image.

Detect an event in the electronic image while executing movement and zoom commands with the region of interest.

Methods and systems of transmitting a plurality of views from a video camera are disclosed. A multi object processing camera captures a wide-angle field of view in high resolution and a processing circuit executes a plurality of software tasks on a plurality of regions extracted from the wide-angle view. Multiple objects can be processed by the camera to detect various events, and the results of the processing transmitted to a base station. The camera removes the need for mechanical pan, tilt, and zoom apparatus by correcting distortions in the electronic image introduced by the wide-angle optical system and image sensor to electronically emulate the pan, tilt, and zoom movement.
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Receive an optical image.

Convert the optical image to an electronic image.

Execute movement and zoom operations through correction of distortion in the electronic image introduced by the lens and the image sensor.

Relate the movement and zoom commands to a region of interest in the electronic image, wherein the region of interest includes at least a portion of the electronic image.

Correct distortion through reference to a table of parameters that are particular to a combination of the lens and image sensor.

Provide a plurality of electronic images.

Combine the plurality of electronic images into a single image.

Scale the region of interest and the electronic image at different resolutions.

Provide the region of interest and the electronic image for simultaneous use.

Provide the region of interest and the electronic image in overlapping views.

Include multiple portions of the electronic image in the region of interest, each portion including a different part of the electronic image.

Detect an event in the electronic image while executing movement and zoom commands with the region of interest.
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Each virtual camera has configurable image coordinates, size, quality and control parameters.
Route the first field of interest to a first destination network address.

Route the second field of interest to a second destination network address, wherein the first destination differs from the second destination.
Capture a sequence of images, each image compromising a plurality of views.

Convert each of said plurality of views into a plurality of packets suitable for transmission over the Internet Protocol network, wherein the plurality of views further compromising a first plurality of views and a second plurality of views.

Assign said first plurality of views to a first destination network address.

Assign said second plurality of views to a second destination network address, wherein said first and second views differ.

Transmit said first plurality of views to a said first destination network address and said second plurality of views to said second destination network address.

Receive exposure and color compensation controls.

Receive sharpness and compression information.

Receive instructions for executing motion detection.
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MULTIPLE VIEW AND MULTIPLE OBJECT PROCESSING IN WIDE-ANGLE VIDEO CAMERAS

CROSS-REFERENCE

[0001] The present application is continuation-in-part (CIP) of the following pending U.S. patent applications:

[0006] These applications are incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND

[0007] The inventions relate generally to cameras and specifically to the design of a camera that corrects distortion by introduced by optical components which can capture wide field of view by processing image data.
[0008] Note that the points discussed below may reflect the hindsight gained from the disclosed inventions, and are not necessarily admitted to be prior art.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] The disclosed inventions will be described with reference to the accompanying drawings, which show important sample embodiments of the inventions and which are incorporated in the specification hereof by reference, wherein:
[0010] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a prior art implementation of a PTZ video camera and base station.
[0011] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating one embodiment of the inventions.
[0012] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating one embodiment of the image processing circuit of FIG. 2.
[0013] FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating another embodiment of the image processing circuit of FIG. 2.
[0014] FIG. 5 is a picture illustrating the extraction of two regions of interest from a wide-angle view.
[0015] FIG. 6 is a flow chart illustrating a method of operating a video camera.
[0016] FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating one embodiment for a video camera with an Internet Protocol connection to a base station.
[0017] FIG. 8 illustrates compositing several views from a plurality of wide-angle cameras.
[0018] FIG. 9 illustrates a first embodiment of compositing a view and a ROI.
[0019] FIG. 10 illustrates a second embodiment of compositing a view and a ROI.
[0020] FIG. 11 illustrates a third embodiment of compositing a view and two ROIs.
[0021] FIG. 12 illustrates a fourth embodiment of compositing a view and multiple ROIs.

[0022] FIG. 13 is a diagram illustrating normal, pincushion distortion and barrel distortion patterns.
[0023] FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating a graphical version of a forward mapping table.
[0024] FIG. 15 is a block diagram illustrating a method for producing a corrected pixel with a forward table.
[0025] FIG. 16 is a diagram illustrating a graphical version of a reverse mapping table.
[0026] FIG. 17 is a block diagram illustrating a method for producing a corrected pixel with a reverse table.
[0027] FIG. 18 is a diagram illustrating one example of weighting using a filter.
[0028] FIG. 19 is a diagram illustrating two tables for interpolating missing entries in three dimensions.
[0029] FIG. 20 is a diagram illustrating one embodiment of an IP-based network surveillance system of the inventions.
[0030] FIG. 21 is a block diagram illustrating one embodiment of the video camera from FIG. 20.
[0031] FIG. 22 is a flow diagram illustrating one method of transmitting a plurality of views from a video camera.
[0032] FIG. 23 is a flow diagram illustrating one method of transmitting a plurality of views over a network from a video camera.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE EMBODIMENTS

[0033] Video surveillance systems using wide-angle optical systems apply image processing to enhance or obscure visual information as necessary. It is useful to be able to define the extents within which image processing operations should take place; for example moving region detection and object tracking software may define the bounding box of a suspicious object and use it to direct enhanced processing to the appropriate area of the image. Regions of interest (ROIs) can be identified in the image based on motion, color, behavior, or object identification. Computer algorithms and programs can be implemented at the camera or at a monitoring base station to automate selection of the ROIs, motion tracking, sound an alarm, summon emergency responders, activate responsive systems (e.g., close doors, seal bulkhead, activate ventilation or fire-suppression system, etc.), or other actions as programmed into the system. Further, the object tracking, or alarm, or other processing can be performed on the corrected or on uncorrected versions of the images or video.

[0034] In many surveillance systems, standard pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) cameras capture images of an area. A PTZ camera relies on mechanical gears to adjust the pan, tilt, and zoom of the camera. These cameras have various disadvantages or limitations in surveillance system. Typically, adjusting to concentrate on a region of interest (ROI) necessarily requires a PTZ camera to adjust its view to the ROI and lose sight of the overall area. PTZ cameras are also prone to mechanical failure, misalignment during maintenance, and are relatively heavy and expensive.

[0035] FIG. 1 is an example of such a prior art conventional mechanical PTZ camera. Video camera 15 possesses a mounted zoom lens 1 receiving light and an image on an image sensor 2, which sends a signal to an image capture circuit 3. An example can be a real-time video feed, representing the light impinging on image sensor 2. Output circuit 5 receives a signal from the image capture circuit 3 and transmits the captured image to a video feed to a base station.
20. The PTZ camera 15 also includes a control circuit 6 that receives control input from the base station 20 control circuit 7 to control the pan, tilt, and zoom motors.

[0036] A base station 20 is coupled to the PTZ camera by a video feed input and a control output. The base station 20 includes a receiving circuit 8 receiving video from the camera 15. The display circuit 9 provides a view of the captured image, while record circuit 10 records the received images. Control circuit 7 may receive input from a user directing the video camera 15 to pan, tilt, and zoom. Control circuit 7 provides the appropriate inputs to control circuit 6.

[0037] Surveillance systems commonly activate an alarm on the basis of detected movement within its field of vision. Commonly, motion detection depends on a comparison of the current video frame against a previous frame; if a region of the frame changes significantly it is considered to be a moving object.

[0038] In more recent surveillance systems, a new class of cameras replaces the mechanical PTZ mechanisms with a wide-angle optical system and image data processing by electronic circuitry within the camera. This type of camera monitors a wide-angle field of view and selects ROIs from the view to transmit to a base station. The image data processing can correct distortions and selectively process the ROIs with different scaling; in this way it emulates the behavior of a mechanical PTZ camera. The wide-angle view can be as much as 180° and capture a full hemisphere of visual data. The wide-angle optics (such as a fisheye lens) introduces distortion into the captured image and processing algorithms operating on image processing circuitry corrects the distortion and converts it to a view analogous to a mechanical PTZ camera. This flexibility to control and vary the captured views by data processing can be thought of as implementing one or more virtual cameras, each able to be independently controlled, by processing captured image data from the single optical system, or even a combination of several optical systems, to emulate one or more PTZ cameras.

[0039] The present application discloses new approaches to displaying multiple views from a video camera.

[0040] In some embodiments, the inventions include a video camera that emulates a mechanical pan, tilt, and zoom apparatus. The image processing circuit executes movement and zoom operations by correcting distortions in the electronic image introduced by the lens and image sensor. The processed video images provide wide-angle views with simultaneous pan, tilt, and zoom operations that can provide for event detection in one area while zooming or panning in another area.

[0041] In some embodiments, the inventions include a programmable image processing wide-angle video camera. The video camera comprises a capture circuit capturing a wide-angle field of view in high resolution and a processing circuit capable of executing a plurality of software tasks on a plurality of regions. The video camera includes a data memory and a program memory for storing programs for the processing circuit based upon the captured wide angle field of view, and a network connection coupled to the processing circuit. A programmable wide-angle video camera used in surveillance and security applications is disclosed in which multiple objects can be processed by the camera and the results of the processing transmitted to a base station.

[0042] The disclosed innovations, in various embodiments, provide one or more of at least the following advantages. However, not all of these advantages result from every one of the innovations disclosed, and this list of advantages does not limit the various claimed inventions.

[0043] Simultaneous display of multiple ROI.

[0044] Compositing views preserving image data covering the entire captured field-of-view.

[0045] Flexibility of displayed images as to selection and display regions including superimposed display or adjacent display, or combinations thereof.


[0047] Ability to cope with multiple types of distortion permits better quality image from lower cost lens.

[0048] Capability for additional image processing.

[0049] Ability to adapt to many applications, such as robotic vision.

[0050] The numerous innovative teachings of the present application will be described with particular reference to presently preferred embodiments (by way of example, and not of limitation). The present application describes several inventions, and none of the statements below should be taken as limiting the claims generally.

[0051] The inventions include image-processing circuitry and disclose how the parameters used in the correction may be obtained automatically or manually. Correction of optical distortion has many advantages including, but not limited to, the possibility of achieving high quality images from low cost optical systems. The inventions apply equally to still and video cameras.

[0052] The described embodiments include the capability to select a region of a captured image (such as one or more frames of video), whether processed or not, and to perform other processing on that region. In one example implementation, the innovative camera captures an image, such as wide-angle video (but not limited thereto), and corrects the wide-angle view to create a corrected view (i.e., not distorted or less distorted view) that is sent to an operator. The operator (or specially designed software) can then define or designate a ROI for observation. In other embodiments, some processing is performed at different steps, such as object tracking (for example). This and other examples are summarized and described more fully below.

[0053] In a fisheye or other optical system capturing a near 180° field of view, the captured 3D world space hemispherical image appears distorted, and can comprise what is sometimes referred to as a fisheye view. Image processing algorithms can correct this view for a more conventional 2D depiction on a monitor and also emulate the movement of a PTZ camera. The wide-view camera can simultaneously focus on multiple ROIs while still able to monitor the area within its field of view. This type of camera may be used to improve the processing of selected ROIs, because a wide field is always captured by the camera, and there is no need for mechanical movement or adjustment of the camera's lens system. A method of modeling the visible world as 3D world space on a p-sphere including texture mapping is found in "Method for Interactive Viewing Full-Surround Image Data and Apparatus Therefor," U.S. Pat. No. 6,243,099 to Oxaal, which is incorporated by reference herein, and "Method for Interactively Viewing Full-Surround Image Data and Apparatus Therefor," application Ser. No. 10/602,666 filed Jun. 25, 2003 by Oxaal, which is incorporated by reference herein.

[0054] The image processing is typically performed on digital image data (although an analog video signal can be
subjected to similar image processing). The captured image data is converted into a digital format for image data processing at the camera. The processed data can then be transmitted to a base station for viewing. The image data can be converted to an analog signal for transmission to the base station, or the image data can be left in the processed digital format. Additionally, the input signal to the base station, either analog or digital, can be further processed by the base station. Again, image processing and ROI selection at the camera level may be fully automatic or subject to various control inputs or overrides that effect automatic image data processing. Manual, automatic, or a combination of control options utilizing the combination of the base station and internal camera circuitry can be implemented.

[0055] Different lens/image sensor combinations produce different types and degrees of distortion. This distortion makes viewing or interpreting an image difficult. Furthermore, an optical system may be designed with distortions to provide a specific field of view. The image processing system can reduce and correct distortion in different lens/image sensor combinations. Although a fish-eye lens is contemplated in most camera systems, other wide-angle lens and optical systems can be utilized.

[0056] Using a wide-angle lens and correcting the view via electronic image data processing, a ROI can be selected. The image data processing allows zooming in on a ROI or other area without losing the ability to maintain security or a view of the remaining area or other ROIs. Many retail stores currently use PTZ cameras for surveillance of customers to prevent shoplifting and deter robberies. A camera pointed and zoomed appropriately can observe a person in detail to distinguish between innocent behavior or theft. Commonly, security personnel monitor customers with PTZ cameras as they move around the store. Manual tracking is limited by attention span and the number of targets that can be tracked. Similarly, manual observation is unsuitable for other security related tasks, such as smoke detection, left package, and face recognition. Switching to a wide-angle camera that corrects the view via electronic image data processing to emulate a PTZ can greatly improve surveillance. A single wide-angle camera can maintain area surveillance while simultaneously monitoring multiple ROIs, providing multiple simultaneous views to a surveillance monitor displaying the video or camera view images.

[0057] Automatic motion detection and object tracking was developed to facilitate security monitoring by closed circuit television, and can be easily deployed in a wide-angle camera surveillance system. Automatic motion detection can be accomplished by comparing a live video image with a stored earlier image to detect relative motion on the basis of a difference between the images. Automatic object tracking is more sophisticated, identifying a moving object and following its movement. One method of operation with PTZ cameras uses a fixed spotting camera coupled with a PTZ camera directed to the target’s location. Information for driving the PTZ is obtained with reference to the difference between a current image and a previous image from the spotting camera.

[0058] By using a wide-angle camera performing internal image processing, automatic motion detecting and object tracking software within the camera can emulate a PTZ camera to detect motion and implement object tracking. A ROI can be designated for those areas/objects identified by the software and tracked via image data processing. The benefits realized include total system processing power rising in proportion to the amount of video data captured. This inherent scaling reduces deployment costs, because computing power does not need to be over-specified when first installed to account for any anticipated expansion of the system. Additionally, an object’s movement can be transferred to one or more base stations or other cameras by transmitting the object’s spatial coordinates and/or trajectory.

[0059] Automatic behavior analysis software in conjunction with object tracking and motion detection can be used to filter abnormal from normal behavior. One method for implementing this idea samples video signals of an individual’s movement with indicative movements of criminal behavior. The level of criminal behavior can be evaluated and an appropriate alarm generated. Other automatic analysis software can identify unattended objects, smoke, fire, leaks, or other hazards. Internal circuitry of the camera can perform the automatic analysis using algorithms during image processing. Many different algorithms can be executed on the video data, and the camera can be customized according to the surveillance environment (e.g., a bank entrance versus monitoring a hazardous material storage area).

[0060] In-camera analysis software can be advantageous by reducing the quantity of data transmitted, but this automatic analysis can also be performed at a base station. These algorithms generally produce more accurate results if applied to high-resolution image data. For high-resolution image data, the quantity of data transmitted could become prohibitive. For this reason, prior art systems performing analysis at a base station cannot cope with the demands of a large security system where hundreds of cameras may be used to monitor behavior. The data flow in such systems might exceed 1 Terabit (one million million bits) per second. Such a system would be prohibitively expensive to deploy and operate. Additionally, if using a PTZ camera to track a single object, the number of cameras required must be very large or many identified candidates for tracking ignored. The ability of a wide-angle camera as disclosed herein to track multiple objects with a single camera greatly improves the quality of surveillance and the efficiency of the system. The in-camera image data processing can efficiently process the image data to implement automatic object recognition and tracking, motion detection, and behavior analysis. Updates to the software can be done via disk or over a network connection, and the software program can reside in a memory, disk, flash drive, or other computer readable medium.

[0061] Internet Protocol (IP) video cameras are becoming wide spread in surveillance and inspection but are limited to providing a single network address for each camera. Internet Protocol [IPS181] operates within the network layer of the International Standard Organization’s Open System Interconnect model [ISO941]. In this system, packets of data transmitted through a network are marked with addresses that indicate their destination. Established routing algorithms determine an appropriate path through the network such that the packet arrives at the correct device. Packets also contain information that indicates the address of the sending device such that the receiving device may reply to the transmitter.

[0062] In a networked surveillance or inspection system, one or more base stations are connected to one or more
cameras by a network. In an IP-based network, a unique network address identifies each individual IP camera and each base station. A base station transmits commands to individual cameras by transmitting packets addressed to their unique network address. The network cameras transmit information and digital video data to a specific base station by transmitting packets marked with the base station’s unique network address. A base station can broadcast packets to more than one camera by using broadcast aspects of the Internet Protocol, and a camera may broadcast data to more than one base station by similar means. Typically, a stream of data packets is used to transmit a video image data feed. Each network captures image data and transmits it to the network base stations, which displays the entire image captured by camera.

[0063] Due to advances in very-large-scale integration (VLSI) technology, internal camera circuitry can process video image data to identify moving objects in the video in real-time. Intelligent surveillance systems incorporating VLSI and tracking algorithms can identify moving objects by analyzing the trajectory of the moving objects. A typical video scene consists of foreground and background objects. Foreground objects temporarily stay in the video. By tracking objects in the video image data, such as moving objects or foreground objects, useful information can be extracted.

[0064] One example of a lens compatible with the inventions is a fisheye lens. Fisheye lenses have traditionally been used to capture environments. This type of lens was first developed to allow astronomers to capture the entire hemisphere of the night sky with one photograph. All lenses have some amount of distortion but it is greatest in those of shorter focal length and wider field of view. Algorithms for correcting this distortion have been around for some time and there are published algorithms on the correction of image distortion resulting from a wide angle fish-eye lens including a technique known as environment mapping.

[0065] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating one embodiment of the inventions. Video camera 130 includes wide-angle optical lens 135, in one embodiment a fisheye lens. Image sensor 140 is connected to lens 135, image processing circuit 145, control circuit 150, and output circuit 155, which in one embodiment is a compression and formatting circuit. In normal operation, lens 135 projects a wide-angle view of a scene under observation onto image sensor 140. Image sensor 140 can comprise a CCD or CMOS device, or other sensor, which converts the light falling upon it into electrical signals that the supporting circuitry converts to a form suitable for use by image processing circuit 145. This conversion typically includes conversion from an analog signal to a digital signal of an appropriate format.

[0066] The output of image sensor 140 is a digital representation of the image projected by lens 135. The wide-angle nature of lens 135 causes this image to be distorted to such a degree that recognition of the scene will be poor. In general, the nature of the distortion will depend upon the shape of lens 135 and its position relative to image sensor 140. Variations in manufacturing tolerances may cause the distortion to differ between individual examples of the video camera. Output circuit 155 may provide output to a base station (not shown), while control circuit 150 may receive input from a base station (not shown).

[0067] One purpose of image processing circuit 145 is to correct the distortion introduced by the lens-sensor combination. One method of correction uses mapping tables to correct the distortion. The tables may be used to remove many forms of geometric distortion and are not limited to spherical distortion, and can employ either a forward mapping or reverse mapping approach to removing distortion. The image processing circuit may also filter, color correct, adjust the white balance, or apply other routine processing operations expected of a camera on the distorted or the corrected image to improve its appearance. Some of these functions could be executed in application specific processors which may be a part of the image processing circuit. In addition to correcting optical distortion the image processing circuit 145 can be used to watermark the transmitted video to protect against tampering. Other methods of correcting distortion are well known by those skilled in the art. In one embodiment, image processing circuit 145 is implemented in a programmable device such as a digital signal processor, for example Texas Instruments TMS320C6414, which may be used to execute other algorithms upon the image including, but not limited to, sharpening, contrast adjustment, color adjustment, and resizing. It should, however, be clear to those skilled in the art that the algorithms mentioned here may be implemented with a combination of fixed-function and programmable hardware, or solely by fixed-function hardware.

[0068] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating another embodiment of the image processing circuit of FIG. 2. In the embodiment image processing circuit 145 is represented by digital signal processor (DSP) 160, as shown in FIG. 3. In this arrangement arithmetic logic and memory (ALU) 165 is controlled by instruction sequencer 170 that in turn fetches instructions from memory 175 via instruction cache 180. The instructions executed by instruction sequencer 170 may cause ALU 165 to operate upon data held in register storage 185 or memory 175 accessed via data cache 190, or the output of image capture circuit 195. DSP 160 may be used to execute other algorithms upon the image including, but not limited to, sharpening, contrast adjustment, color adjustment, resizing, or analysis algorithms such as motion detection, smoke detection, or abandoned package detection. The algorithms or programs to execute may be held in volatile or non-volatile memory within the camera and may be loaded at the time of manufacture, or as an upgrade procedure in the field, or downloaded to the camera during normal operation.

[0069] FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating another embodiment of the image processing circuit of FIG. 2. It should, however, be clear to those skilled in the art that the algorithms mentioned here may be implemented with a combination of fixed-function and programmable hardware, illustrated in FIG. 4. In this alternative embodiment, the image processing circuitry is implemented by programmable graphics processor 300 in which rasterizer 305 produces the coordinates of the output image and passes them to pixel shader 310 which calculates the pixels in the source image to be used, causes them to be read from memory 315 via data cache 320, and filtered by filter 325. The resulting pixels are transferred to pixel write unit 330, which writes them to memory 315 via data cache 335. In this embodiment, data from image capture circuit 340 is fed directly to memory 315, which is used to hold the resulting pixel data.

[0070] In another embodiment, the image processing circuit may be a combination of a digital signal processor and a graphics processor while the control circuit is implemented with a commonly available central processing unit (CPU) such as that found in personal computers. Those skilled in
the art will recognize that these examples are indicative of possible implementations without being exhaustive. The image processing circuitry may be made of a number of digital signal processors, graphic processors, or application specific processors each with its own data and program memory.

[0071] Referring again to FIG. 2, image processing circuit 145 is under control of control circuit 150 that receives commands from the base station (not shown). These commands might typically include directions to pan, tilt, or zoom the view transmitted by camera 130, or it may indicate other actions such as the enabling of other algorithms including motion detection. In one embodiment, the control circuit may be implemented as part of the image processor. Image sensor 140 should be of sufficiently high resolution such that a section of the captured view may be extracted and transmitted to the base station. Changing the extracted section, referred to as the ROI, results in changes in the view presented to the base station. Moving the ROI has the effect of panning, making the ROI smaller gives the effect of increasing magnification, increasing the size of the region-of-interest has the effect of reducing magnification. The size of the image sensor determines the maximum magnification according to:

\[
\text{max horizontal magnification} = \frac{\text{horizontal resolution of sensor}}{\text{horizontal resolution of transmitted view}}
\]

\[
\text{max vertical magnification} = \frac{\text{vertical resolution of sensor}}{\text{vertical resolution of transmitted view}}
\]

[0072] Hence an image sensor with a high resolution results in a larger maximum magnification. A standard video format might have a resolution of approximately 400,000 pixel, therefore if a 2,000,000 pixel sensor is used then there is an effective zoom of five times.

[0073] In situations where it is too costly to use a single, high-resolution sensor, it is possible to construct a high-resolution sensor from several low-resolution sensors. In this embodiment, the sensors are arranged such that one or several lenses focus the view upon them; the errors that occur where the sensors join are corrected by the same techniques as wide-angle distortion.

[0074] Output circuit 155 is optionally used to compress and format the output of image processing circuit 145. Compression is used to reduce the bandwidth needed to transmit the view to the base station. This is important, as the transmission medium is typically restricted in the bandwidth available. The compression may be a standard format such as MPEG4 or a proprietary format understood by the base station. Other methods of compression include reducing the frame rate or resolution of the video, wavelet or discrete cosine transform (DCT). Output circuit 155 is also responsible for formatting the video in a way suitable for reception by the base station. This might involve converting it to an analog signal such as RS 172 or maintaining it in a digital form and converting it to a network format such as Internet Protocol packets. In another embodiment, compression and formatting may be performed by image processing circuit 145. In one embodiment, output circuitry may provide a plurality of analog signals, such as PAL or NTSC, with different views of regions of interest. More than one output allows different views from the same camera to be displayed at a standard base station for better surveillance. However, in most applications, the output circuitry 155 will transmit a digital video image signal which may be formatted in data packets addressed to a network node (e.g., camera, base station, server, etc).

[0075] In order to implement the pan, tilt, and zoom commands from control circuit 150, image processing circuit 145 extracts the portion of the wide-angle image that is to be transmitted to the base station. The ROI may be the complete frame, or a portion of the frame. In either case, it is likely that the resolution of the extracted region (i.e. the number of pixels it contains) will not match the resolution expected by the base station, so image processing circuit 145 scales the region either up or down in resolution. This scaling may also be done as part of the image correction step mentioned earlier. In surveillance systems, it is normal to zoom the camera on ROIs where suspicious activity is noted. When zoomed in, a mechanical PTZ camera loses sight of other parts of the image. In contrast, the disclosed wide-angle camera can maintain visibility of the full scene available from lens 135 and this may be transmitted to the base station in addition to the zoomed ROI. The full scene may be embedded within the zoomed image as a thumbnail or small image enabling the operator to monitor other areas while inspecting suspicious activity. The wide-angle camera can incorporate the ability to transmit a thumbnail embedded within a larger frame.

[0076] The number of ROIs that can be simultaneously monitored is limited only by the processing power in the camera and the bandwidth constraints of the link to the base station. Transmission of ROIs need not be in the form of thumbnails and may instead be as interleaved fields or frames, or multiplexed in some other way dependent upon the nature of the link with the base station. The wide-angle camera is capable of capturing multiple views in which each view is transmitted to the base station as though from a distinct Internet Protocol addressed camera, and the views can likewise be designated by distinct Internet Protocol addresses.

[0077] The continuous capture of a wide-angle view avoids temporary blind-spots experienced by mechanical PTZ cameras when they zoom in on a specific area, which avoids missing movements that should cause an event alarm to be signaled. In one embodiment, storage 157 receives input from image processing circuit. Storage 157, for example a magnetic storage medium such as a disk drive, is added to the camera for the purpose of storing the previously captured wide-angle video, either compressed or uncompressed. This stored video may be transmitted to the base station when an event has been detected to provide context for the signaled event, the relevant views being extracted from the stored video in the same manner as from live video. Hence, event detection is more reliable in the disclosed inventions than in prior art.

[0078] FIG. 5 illustrates the extraction of two regions of interest from a wide-angle view. FIG. 5 illustrates the extraction of first ROI 450 from wide-angle view 455 and the extraction of second ROI 460. Since the view transmitted to the base station is determined by the ROI extracted from the wide-angle image, the direction of view may be changed at high speed, limited only by the frame rate of the video. This is a major benefit over a mechanical PTZ camera, which may take several seconds to change its viewing direction as the camera is mechanically moved and positioned.
FIG. 6 is a flow chart illustrating a method of operating a video camera according to some embodiments. The video camera includes a lens, an image sensor coupled to the lens, and an image processing circuit coupled to the image sensor. In block 500, receive an optical image. In block 505, convert the optical image to an electrical image. In block 510, execute movement and zoom operations through correction of distortion in the electronic image introduced by the lens and image sensor. In block 515, relate the movement and zoom commands to a region of interest in the electronic image, wherein the region of interest includes at least a portion of the electronic image. In block 520, correct distortion through reference to a table of parameters that are particular to a combination of the lens and image sensor. In block 525, provide a plurality of electronic images. In block 530, combine the plurality of electronic images into a single image. In block 535, scale the region of interest and the electronic image at different resolutions. In block 540, provide the region of interest and the electronic image for simultaneous use. In block 545, provide the region of interest and the electronic image in overlapping views. In block 550, include multiple portions of the electronic image in the region of interest, each portion including a different part of the electronic image. In block 555, detect an event in the electronic image while executing movement and zoom commands with the region of interest.

In one embodiment, output circuitry may provide a plurality of analog signals, such as PAL or NTSC, with different views of ROIs. More than one output allows different views from the same camera to be displayed at a standard base station for better surveillance. If the system uses the Internet, the output circuitry transmits digital image data formatted into Internet Protocol (IP) transmission packets. The output circuitry can also output a digital video feed.

FIG. 7 is an embodiment of a video camera in accordance with the present inventions with an Internet Protocol connection. A wide-angle video camera 610 consists of an image sensor and circuitry 612 capturing a wide-angle view, an image processing circuit 614 which executes programs upon the captured image, a program store 616 to hold software programs for execution by the processing circuit, and a network connection 618 connecting the camera 610 to a base station 620 (or other camera) using an Internet Protocol network 630. In another embodiment, a memory is added for the storage of captured video. This captured video may be the full wide-angle frame, or ROIs within the frame, and may be as captured or after processing for correcting geometric distortions introduced by the optical system. When an event is detected, it may be useful to refer back to previous frames; for example, behavior analysis software may detect the actions of a pick-pocket, and then refer to previously captured video to find a good representation of the pick-pocket’s face. Other processing algorithms may similarly find access to stored video data useful.

The network connection referred to in FIGS. 1 and 7 enables new programs to be loaded into the camera as necessary. It also facilitates the loading of data for use by processing software within the camera. This might include facial data used in face recognition software such that one or more cameras may be constantly searching for faces without transmitting any information to the base station until a possible match is found. In the same way, the camera may hold vehicle license plate data and only transmit information to the base station when a match is found.

In one embodiment, the camera may transmit the results of the in-camera processing to another camera to facilitate object tracking across discontinuous fields of view. If one camera determines that an object is suspicious and should be tracked, it may signal the position and trajectory to other cameras such that the object does not have to be re-acquired as it moves into the field of view of the other camera. Similarly, if a camera determines an event to be suspicious it may signal the position of this event to other cameras such that the other cameras may validate the first camera’s analysis before the alarm to the base station is signaled. For example, in-camera processing may detect smoke within its field of view but request confirmation from other points of view before raising an alarm. In another example, in-camera processing may identify behavior as illegal but be unable to record the perpetrators face so the position may be sent to another camera which captures an image of the face.

The disclosed wide-angle camera can be capable of supplying multiple views of different areas under surveillance. In typical use, one view may represent a wide-angle view of the scene while another represents a close-up view of a ROI. In normal operation, these views, and similar views from other cameras, must be presented to an operator in a concise manner. This usually entails compositing the various views into a single view for display on a monitor. A useful example might be a close-up of a ROI filling most of the display and a smaller thumbnail wide-angle view to ensure that events in other areas are not missed.

Under different scenarios it may be better to perform this compositing in the camera or at the base station where the views are monitored. If the base station is not compatible with the cameras that can produce multiple views then it is necessary to perform all compositing in the camera. If the bandwidth between the camera and the base station is limited it may be beneficial to perform compositing in the camera in order to reduce the amount of data transmitted. If, however, more than one base station requests views from the same camera it may be possible to reduce the amount of data transmitted by broadcasting the same view to all base stations that have requested it. If a base station has requested views from more than one camera, then it is necessary that the base station composites the views, although each camera may be supplying composite views and the base station builds a composite of composites. In general, it is useful to be able to determine where compositing takes place moment by moment.
can be adjacent views, overlapping views, different perspective views, or even unrelated views of different areas. The composite views from the cameras 720 or 730 may be made output in a standard analog or digital format for monitoring on a standard video monitor at base station 720, 730, or both.

[0087] In one embodiment shown in FIG. 9, a close-up view, the underlying view 810, may fill the whole frame 815 other than a small region occupied by a thumbnail holding the wide-angle view, the superimposed view 820. In another embodiment shown in FIG. 10, the underlying view 905 is a wide-angle view filling most of the frame 915 and the close-up superimposed view 920 occupies a larger proportion of the frame 915. In yet another embodiment shown in FIG. 11, there may be several superimposed views 1020 and 1025 over an underlying wide-angle view 1010 within the same frame 1015. In this embodiment, the superimposed views are scaled differently, with view 1025 occupying a small portion of the frame 1015 as a thumbnail image, and view 1020 occupying a larger portion of the frame 1015. In a further embodiment shown in FIG. 12, the distinct views may not overlap one another and so no part of any view is obscured. The frame 1115 includes a wide-angle view 1110 and several adjacent close-up views 1120, 1125, 1130, and 1135, which can be scaled to different sizes as shown.

[0088] Those skilled in the art will understand that the size of the various views may be varied as may their quantity, position, and size within the frame, and that these parameters may be varied under control of the base station or by the camera itself. In particular, the position may be varied to prevent the thumbnail or superimposed view from obscuring ROIs within the underlying view. Additionally, the views can be arranged as tiled, overlapping, or partially overlapping views. In an alternative embodiment, each of the above arrangements or a single view filling a frame may be alternated in time, the time between alternate arrangements to be determined by the base station or the camera.

[0089] The wide-angle camera operates by electronically correcting distortion by image data processing. FIG. 13 is a diagram illustrating normal, pin cushion distortion and barrel distortion patterns. The type of distortion corrected by the invention is termed geometric distortion caused by different areas of the optical system having different focal lengths and different magnification. This is characterised by the warping of horizontal or vertical lines. Pattern 1260 illustrates a square grid pattern, pattern 1270 illustrates one example of a wide angle camera subject to pin-cushion distortion, and pattern 1280 illustrates one example of a square grid pattern subject to barrel distortion. Distortion may be introduced into the optical system through manufacturing processes or intentionally in order to alter or enhance the field of view. The wide-angle camera corrects pin-cushion and barrel distortion as well as distortion that may be reduced by a compensating geometric distortion, including that introduced by a fish-eye lens. The image processing circuitry captures the nature of this distortion and uses image data processing techniques to correct it.

[0090] The distortion is corrected by reference to a held in a solid-state memory that indicates the mapping between pixels (i.e., picture elements, an individual dot in the image) of the distorted image and pixels of the corrected image. This mapping table may be constructed for each optical system or batch of systems produced, hence removing the need for high accuracy components. The mapping table may be specific to a particular lens/image sensor combination, a type of lens or a type of image sensor, and so on. Additionally, the mapping table may be stored within the lens in a memory and loaded into the camera upon attachment of the lens to the camera.

[0091] The table is typically one of two types: it may be a forward table in which the mapping from distorted image to correct image is held (see FIG. 14), or it may be a reverse table holding the mapping from corrected image to distorted image (see FIG. 15). FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating a graphical version of a forward mapping table. Every pixel in distorted image 1310 may be mapped to corrected image 1320 using the forward mapping table, and each entry may result in the mapping of a pixel in the distorted image to zero, one, or several pixels in corrected image 1320. For example, both pixels 110-1 and 110-2 map to pixel 120-1, while pixel 110-3 maps to 120-2. Many other combinations are possible. The table may also hold weight values indicating the proportion of the distorted pixel value to be used in the corrected image; if the distorted pixels are added to the corrected pixel (which had initially been set to zero) then these weights implement filtering which reduces artifacts of the image warping being performed.

[0092] FIG. 15 is a block diagram illustrating a method for producing a corrected pixel with a forward table. In block 1440, determine the X, Y coordinates of the input pixel. In block 1450, generate output coordinates U and V using functions f1 and f2, and the results used as indices into forward mapping tables UTable and Vtable, generating output coordinates (U,V). In block 1460, calculate A and B, where B is the weight to apply to A. In block 1470, calculate C, or the weighted value of pixel at coordinates X,Y. In block 1480, calculate the output pixel value, Output [U,V], by modifying with the weight of the input pixel.

[0093] FIG. 16 is a diagram illustrating a graphical version of a reverse mapping table. If the table holds a reverse mapping, every pixel in corrected image 1530 can be mapped to one or more pixels in distorted image 1540. Although one-to-one pixel mapping is sufficient to obtain a complete corrected image, increasing the number of pixels mapped in conjunction with filter weights for each of the mappings can improve the quality of the result. For example, pixel 150-1 maps to pixel 160-1, while adjacent pixel 150-2 maps to non-adjacent pixel 160-2. A simpler though lower quality method of filtering involves limiting the table to a one-to-one mapping but additionally using distorted pixels adjacent to the one specified in the table as input to a filter.

[0094] FIG. 17 is a block diagram illustrating a method for producing a corrected pixel with a reverse table, using a bilinear interpolation to generate the output value. Similar steps can be taken to perform more sophisticated interpolation, for example, bicubic interpolation. In block 1630, determine the X,Y coordinates of the input pixel. In block 1640, generate output coordinates U and V using functions f1 and f2, and the results used as indices into forward mapping tables UTable and Vtable, generating output coordinates (U,V). In block 1650, calculate A, B, C, and D. In block 1660, calculate E and F, or the weights of U and V, respectively. In block 1670, calculate G and H. In block 1680, calculate I. In block 1690, calculate the output pixel value.

[0095] Referring again to FIG. 16, for either table it is also possible to filter the corrected image after it has been
completed, though this may affect quality. A possible implementation of filtering would use the equation:

\[
\text{value} = (\text{weight} \cdot \text{pixel}_1) + (\text{weight} \cdot \text{pixel}_2) + \ldots
\]

which is a weighted sum of selected pixels.

[0096] FIG. 18 is a diagram illustrating a graphical version of the above equation. The weights may be pre-calculated and held in the table and might be simply based on the number of distorted pixels that are used to form the correct pixel, or might be based on the area of the correct pixel that each distorted pixel contributes (this may not be constant due to edge effects where one distorted pixel contributes to more than correct pixel). For example, pixel 1710 is weighted with value “A,” pixel 1720 is weighted with value “B,” pixel 1730 is weighted with value “C,” pixel 1740 is weighted with value “D.” A part of each of pixels 1710, 1720, 1730, and 1740 make up pixel 1750, whose value is calculated by computing an area in each of the known pixels and multiplying the area by the weight of the respective pixel. The area in pixel 1710 is \(a^*b\), the area in pixel 1720 is \(b^*d\), the area in pixel 1730 is \(c^*e\), while the area in pixel 1740 is \(d^*e\). The value of pixel 1750 is the sum of the weighted areas of each underlying pixel. Therefore, the value of pixel 1750 is \(a^*b^*A + b^*d^*B + c^*e^*C + d^*e^*D\).

[0097] The contents of either the forward or reverse mapping tables may be generated automatically by directing the camera at a test pattern, typically a grid of black lines on a white background. With knowledge about the viewing conditions and relative positions of camera and test pattern, it is straightforward to determine corresponding intersections of horizontal and vertical lines on the test pattern and the distorted image. When the correspondence is known, a mapping table is simple to construct and in the context of a production line this may be done automatically. If the camera is deployed, however, aging effects or damage may result in a need to recalculate the tables. As it may be difficult to construct good conditions for automatic calibration, it may be necessary to resort to manual calibration in which a service engineer or similar adjusts the correction table until the displayed result is within a required tolerance. To achieve manual calibration, it is useful to be able to attach a test card to the camera such that it is in a known position and the camera housing may have attachment points to facilitate this. It is also possible that automatic calibration is applied first, followed by manual adjustment, and this is referred to as semi-automatic calibration. Note that the camera may provide some assistance in this procedure by performing operations such as edge enhancement to make the test pattern more easily visible. Alternatively, if the distortion of the optical system is well understood the mapping tables may be generated analytically.

[0098] Only those pixels that lie on the marked points of the test pattern have a known mapping, so a test pattern with more points will produce more accurate results. Those pixels which do not have a known mapping may use an interpolated mapping derived by inspecting the mapping of neighboring pixels and estimating a new mapping. The estimation may be done by linear interpolation or a higher-order interpolation as desired. It is possible that this estimation is performed within the camera instead of as part of the table generation. In this case, the table may not hold as many entries as previously disclosed, which would have the benefit of reducing the amount of memory needed to hold it. It would, however, increase the computation needed to correct the distorted image by requiring interpolation of intermediate mappings. The opportunity to balance processing power and memory requirements is a useful benefit of the algorithm presented here.

[0099] A different mapping table may be constructed for each aperture setting of the optical system if changing the aperture significantly changes the characteristics of the distortion. If the optical system has a variable focal length (e.g., it is a zoom lens) it may be appropriate to generate different mapping table for different focal lengths. FIG. 19 is a diagram illustrating two tables for interpolating missing entries in three dimensions. While the number of apertures is limited and it is possible to construct a table for each, the focal length is usually continuously variable so it is possible that the exact table required will not be available. If tables are constructed for a limited selection of focal lengths then they may be considered to form a lattice and missing entries interpolated in three dimensions. The image processing circuit within the camera may perform the interpolation when it is informed of the setting of the lens either automatically or by the user.

[0100] For example, table 1820 represents a mapping at one focal length while table 1830 represents a mapping at another focal length, with “i” the distance from the first focal length and “j” the distance from the second focal length, wherein the point at which “i” and “j” meet is the desired focal length. One point of interest is between points A, B, C, and D of table 1820. In order to interpolate between the two tables, value “a” of table 1820 is multiplied by A and added to value “b” multiplied to C and added to value “c” multiplied to B and added to value “d” multiplied to D. For table 1830, value “a” is multiplied by E and added to value “b” multiplied to G and added to value “c” multiplied to F and added to value “d” multiplied to H. The sum of values for table 1820 is then multiplied by “i” and added to the product of table 1830 and “j,” for an interpolated value.

[0101] In another embodiment, the projection of the image onto the sensor may be adjusted, for example to improve resolution in selected area. As the image projection is adjusted a different table may be used to correct the distortion.

[0102] In general, any number of tables may be used to correct any geometric distortion that varies as a function of some parameter of the system. A separate and distinct mapping table or set of mapping tables may be determined for several different optical systems and held in the camera. The camera may automatically determine the type of optical system in use and the appropriate table used. Alternatively, the table may be held in solid-state memory attached to the optical system such that each optical system presents a set of correction tables to the image processing circuit on attachment of the camera.

[0103] FIG. 20 illustrates one embodiment of the invention where the use of multiple Internet Protocol (IP) addresses by a single camera appears to originate from more than one camera. Several views of the scene 1950 captured by video camera 1955 are transmitted across network 1960 to receiving base stations 1965, 1970 and 1975. Video camera 1955 is capable of capturing more than one channel of video and audio data, including for example a video camera with a wide-angle lens. View 1980 has a separate IP address from view 1985 and as such is indistinguishable from the data that would be presented by a number of separate cameras. As many systems used for video surveil-
The invention also allows existing systems to make use of new multiple view cameras.

**[0104]** View 1980, with coordinates \((X_1, Y_1)\), is transmitted to, for example, base station 1985. View 1985, with coordinates \((X_2, Y_2)\), is transmitted to base stations 1985, 1970 and 1975. Views 1980 and 1985 can be considered separate virtual cameras, with configurable image coordinates, size, quality and control parameters, and each assigned a separate IP address. View 1950 likewise can be treated as a separate virtual camera. Each virtual camera can be separately controlled to emulate PTZ cameras using its unique IP address.

**[0105]** FIG. 21 illustrates one embodiment of a wide-angle IP video camera. Video camera 2000 includes optical and imaging system 2065, for example a wide-angle lens, conveying an image-to-image sensor 2100. Image processing circuit 2015 converts the video and audio data into packets suitable for transmission over a network. Transmitting circuit 2020 sends the packets over the network with a different transmitting IP address for each view. Receiving circuit 2025 receives control information marked with Internet Protocol addresses that correspond to those used to transmit the video and audio packets. Control information typically contains camera control commands. The information received by receiving circuit 2025 may include the coordinates of the ROI within the wide-angle field of view, exposure and color compensation controls, sharpness, contrast over compression, instructions to execute motion detection, or other algorithms. It should be clear to those skilled in the art that each of these circuits may be combined one with another in different combinations to reduce the cost of a particular embodiment.

**[0106]** FIG. 22 is a flow chart illustrating a method of transmitting a plurality of views from a video camera. In block 2150, capture a sequence of images, each image comprising a plurality of views. In block 2155, convert each of the plurality of views into a plurality of packets suitable for transmission over an Internet Protocol network. The plurality of views further comprises a first plurality of views and a second plurality of views. In block 2160, assign the first plurality of views to a first destination network address. In block 2165, assign the second plurality of views to a second destination network address, wherein the first and second views differ. In block 2170, transmit the first plurality of views to the first destination network address and the second plurality of views to the second destination network address. In block 2175, receive exposure and color compensation controls. In block 2180, receive sharpness and compression information. In block 2185, receive instructions for executing motion detection.

**[0107]** FIG. 23 is a method of transmitting a plurality of views over a network from a video camera. The video camera includes a wide-angle lens configured to receive an optical image, an image sensor coupled to the lens and configured to convert the optical image to an electronic image, and an image processing circuit coupled to the image sensor and configured to receive the electronic image and to assign a first field of interest (e.g., a ROI) to a first portion of the electronic image, and to assign a second field of interest to a second portion of the electronic image, wherein the first portion of the electronic image differs from the second portion of the electronic image (e.g., separate virtual camera views). In block 2200, route the first field of interest to a first destination network address. In block 2205, route the second field of interest to a second destination network address, wherein the first destination differs from the second destination.

**[0108]** The foregoing has described methods for the correction of optical lens distortion by an image processing circuit within a camera that are given for illustration and not for limitation and uses of an electronic wide-angle camera. Thus the inventions are limited only by the appended claims. Although the inventions have been described in accordance with the embodiments shown, one of ordinary skill in the art will readily recognize that there could be variations to the embodiments and those variations would be within the spirit and scope of the present inventions. Accordingly, many modifications may be made by one of ordinary skill in the art without departing from the spirit and scope of the appended claims.

**[0109]** According to various embodiments, there is provided: Methods and systems of transmitting a plurality of views from a video camera. The camera captures a plurality of views from the camera and scales the view to a specified size within the camera. The camera composites at least a portion of the plurality of views into one or more views within the camera, and then transmits one or more of the views from the video camera to a base station for compositing views from the camera into a single view within the base station.

**[0110]** According to various embodiments, there is provided: Methods and systems of transmitting a plurality of views from a video camera are disclosed. A multi object processing camera captures a wide-angle field of view in high resolution and a processing circuit executes a plurality of software tasks on a plurality of regions extracted from the wide-angle view. Multiple objects can be processed by the camera to detect various events, and the results of the processing transmitted to a base station. The camera removes the need for mechanical pan, tilt, and zoom apparatus by correcting distortions in the electronic image introduced by the wide-angle optical system and image sensor to electronically emulate the pan, tilt, and zoom movement.

**[0111]** According to various embodiments, there is provided: A method of transmitting a plurality of views from a video camera comprising: (a) capturing a scene in a wide-angle video camera and extracting at least two views of a possible plurality of views; (b) scaling the plurality of extracted views to independently and respectively specified sizes within the camera, where each view is a geometry corrected wide-angle view of a region of interest selectively extracted from one of a plurality of places within the wide-angle view, each independently scaled and each corresponding to an independently controlled virtual camera; (c) compositing at least a portion of the plurality of views into one or more views to form a composite video which includes multiple different views according to step (b) selectively superimposed, adjacent, or tiled, which can include selecting at least one region of interest from within the wide-angle view; (d) whereby a compositing of superimposed, adjacent, or tiled views can be accomplished by the camera, or by a base station using a plurality of composited views, wherein the base station supports a surveillance monitor able to display the at least two views simultaneously, superimposed, adjacent, or tiled, and individually scaled as selected, and selectively positioned in the framed view of the monitor.
According to various embodiments, there is provided: A digital video camera system, comprising: at least one video camera capturing a geometry distorted view of using a wide-angle lens; digitally selectively extracted multiple region of interest views, each corresponding to a different implemented virtual camera centered on a different portion of the scene, and digitally processing image data of the views to composite into separate frame images, each individually scaled to a specified size, and correct the geometry of the captured scene and extracted images, and transmit the corrected view and images in a digital signal; and selectively displayed multiple corrected images corresponding to multiple virtual cameras, and the scene from multiple video cameras, as selectively superimposed, adjacent, or tiled images, and able to composite selected images and scenes from different video and virtual cameras for display; whereby all the captured scene image data is viewable simultaneously with the extracted views on a surveillance monitoring display.

According to various embodiments, there is provided: A video camera system, comprising: at least one video camera capturing a geometry distorted view of using a wide-angle lens; selectively extracted multiple views centered on multiple points in the scene and electronically processing the view data to composite into separate frame images, each view image data set independently scaled to a specified size from a different implemented virtual pan-tilt-zoom camera; wherein captured scene image data is viewable simultaneously with the corrected extracted views as selectively superimposed, tiled, or adjacent images that can simultaneously include images and scenes from different wide-angle video cameras.

According to various embodiments, there is provided: A digital camera reducing optical distortion from an optical system comprising: a) a wide-angle lens system mounted on a digital camera possessing internal image processing circuitry; b) an image sensor which captures a sensed image covering a wide-angle view; c) the image processing circuitry reducing optical distortions from the combination of the wide-angle lens system and the image sensor, wherein the reducing includes reference to a table of parameters specific to the particular wide-angle lens system and the image sensor combination held in a solid-state memory; and d) wherein the table maps an individual pixel of a corrected output image to an accurate coordinate in the captured sensed image, wherein pixel values within a local neighborhood of the sensed image are used to provide a weighted sum in an estimate of the value at the accurate coordinate on the sensed image; e) wherein the weight assigned each pixel within the local neighborhood is determined by its distance from the accurate coordinate provided by the table.

According to various embodiments, there is provided: A camera with adjustable image projection distortion correction comprising: a) a fixed wide-angle optical lens system coupled to an image sensor and circuitry converting the output of the image sensor to a digital data set suitable for use by an image processing circuit; b) the image processing circuit correcting optical distortions, where the correction includes using multiple distortion parameters to correct optical distortion that vary; c) a memory storing multiple parameters automatically selected to correct the optical distortions and interpolate parameters from the stored parameters if required; d) the multiple parameters used for correction held in a memory within the housing of the lens system or internal to the camera; and e) an individual pixel created using a weighted sum of a selected group of pixels to be used in the correction, wherein the weight of each pixel of the group of pixels is determined by its distance from the individual pixel based on their relative coordinates derived from the distortion parameter correction.

According to various embodiments, there is provided: A camera with reduced optical distortion comprising: a) an optical lens system capturing an ultra-wide field of view; b) an image sensor and circuitry converting the ultra-wide field of view to a digital data signal suitable for use by an image processing circuit; c) the image processing circuit configured to reduce optical distortions introduced by the combination of the optical lens system and the image sensor where the reducing includes reference to a table of parameters; d) the table of parameters stored in a solid-state memory; e) wherein the table maps an individual pixel of a corrected image to an accurate coordinate in a captured image, wherein pixel values within a selected group are in a local neighborhood and are used to provide a weighted sum estimate of the value at the accurate coordinate on the sensed image.

According to various embodiments, there is provided: A method of reducing geometric distortion in an optical system comprising: a) automatically defining a mapping between a distorted captured image of a test pattern and an undistorted test pattern; b) constructing a table of mapping information in a form suitable for use by an image processing in either a forward or reverse mapping; and c) using the image-processing circuit to apply the table to images subsequently or previously captured through the optical system.

According to various embodiments, there is provided: A video camera comprising: a wide-angle camera system configured to generate a digital video image using a lens providing an approximate 180° field of view and an image sensor, the digital video image distorted by the lens; an internal image processing circuit processing the digital video image and correcting the distorted image; a control circuit coupled to the image processing circuit configured to receive movement and zoom commands and to transmit a signal to the image processing circuit operative to selectively extract one or more selected regions of interest in the digital video signal, with each region confined to a portion of the approximate 180° field of view; wherein the image processing circuit responds to the commands to generate a digital video signal with the executed commanded movement and zoom to the selected regions of interest by correcting optical distortion to simulate the function of a pan-and-tilt camera with zoom capability, and capable of selecting a plurality of regions of interest covering the entire approximate 180° field of view while maintaining visibility within the approximate 180° field of view for display.

According to various embodiments, there is provided: A video camera comprising: a wide-angle camera system configured to generate a digital video image using a lens providing an approximate hemispherical field of view and an image sensor, the digital video image distorted by the lens; an image processing circuit that receives and processes the distorted electronic image data to mathematically correct the distortion and can magnify and display views correlating to a plurality of generated virtual cameras monitoring indi-
vidual regions of interest within the electronic image, where the camera system simultaneously maintains a view covering the entire approximate visual hemisphere; and a control circuit that transmits commands to the image processing circuit relating to one or more selected virtual cameras, the image processing circuit responding to the commands with executed commanded movement by correcting optical distortion to emulate a pan, tilt, or zoom command in a specified virtual camera.

[0120] According to various embodiments, there is provided: A method of operating a video camera, comprising the steps of: a) converting a distorted optical image into a distortion corrected digital video image; b) executing movement and zoom operations on the digital video image by electronically correcting the distorted optical image using parameters matched to the lens; c) associating movement and zoom commands to a plurality of selected virtual cameras electronically created within the digital video image, wherein each virtual camera image monitors a portion of the captured distorted optical image; and d) transmitting desired virtual camera images and the complete digital video image for simultaneous viewing, with each virtual camera image and the digital video image scalable to different resolutions.

[0121] According to various embodiments, there is provided: A multi object processing video camera, comprising: a wide-angle optical unit connected to an image sensor and a capture circuit configured to capture a wide-angle field of view in high resolution and generate a digital image; a processing circuit inside the camera which: executes a plurality of software tasks on a plurality of regions of the digital image, one of the software tasks always correcting the geometric distortions introduced by the wide-angle optical unit; monitors multiple specific objects while simultaneously monitoring other objects, the processing of the digital image covering both the wide-angle frame and multiple virtual cameras each viewing a region of interest within the frame, and simultaneously monitoring multiple objects in multiple regions of interest; selectively conditions transmission of a partial set of images from the camera based on the results of image processing event detection and the monitoring multiple objects in one of software tasks; and an internal program and data memory to hold the software for execution by the processing circuit.

[0122] According to various embodiments, there is provided: A multi object processing video camera, comprising: a wide-angle optical unit connected to an image sensor and a capture circuit configured to capture a wide-angle field of view in high resolution converted to a digital image; a processing circuit within the camera which: executes a plurality of software tasks on the captured wide-angle field of view, one of the software tasks being always the correction of geometric distortions introduced by the wide-angle optical unit; monitors multiple specific objects without losing surveillance of other objects, the processing of the digital image covering a wide-angle frame or regions of interest within the frame, and simultaneously monitors multiple objects; and selectively conditions transmission of images based on the results of an event detection algorithm and the action of monitoring multiple objects in at least one of the software tasks; and an internal program and data memory to hold the software for execution by the processing circuit.

[0123] According to various embodiments, there is provided: A multi object processing video camera, comprising:

a processing circuit within a digital video camera which: executes a plurality of software tasks on a digital image, one of the software tasks always being correction of optical geometric distortions; and selectively conditions transmission of a partial set of images from the digital camera onto a network based on the results of event detection image processing in at least one of the software tasks; and validates the results of another multi object processing video camera coupled to the digital camera; and the digital camera including software to autonomously identify a specific object, while monitoring other objects, to track and communicate position and trajectory data of the object to at least one other multi object processing video camera, or receive position and trajectory data from another multi object processing video camera, and automatically maintain monitoring of the specific object as it moves across the field of view of multiple multi object processing video camera; and a program and data memory to hold the software for execution by the processing circuit.

[0124] According to various embodiments, there is provided: A video camera capable of transmitting and receiving more than one Internet Protocol address comprising: an optical and imaging system capable of capturing a wide field of view from a single fixed wide-angle digital video camera from which a plurality of views may be extracted; an image processing circuit correcting distortions introduced by the optical and imaging system and emulating a pan, tilt, and zoom motion for each view: a transmitting circuit coupled to the processing circuit converting video images into data packets and transmitting a plurality of packets with a different transmitting Internet Protocol address for each extracted view; and a receiving circuit capable of receiving packets with Internet Protocol addresses, with the packets comprising control information and the packet address indicating a view that the control information pertains to, the control information including commands for processing at least one extracted view to emulate a pan, tilt, zoom motion.

[0125] According to various embodiments, there is provided: A method of transmitting a plurality of views from a wide-angle video camera comprising: processing extracted views corresponding to a plurality of virtual cameras in an image processing circuit internal to a single wide-angle video camera that includes emulating a mechanical pan, tilt, zoom motion in each virtual camera; converting each of the plurality of views for each virtual camera into a plurality of packets suitable for transmission over an Internet Protocol network; transmitting the packets with a packet stream uniquely addressed for each virtual camera with an Internet Protocol address; and receiving view processing control information in a packet addressed to the Internet Protocol address corresponding to a virtual camera extracted view.

[0126] According to various embodiments, there is provided: A computer readable medium containing programming instructions for transmitting a plurality of views from a wide angle video camera and receiving control information, the programming instructions for capturing a sequence of images and extracting a plurality of views from a single wide-angle video camera corresponding to a plurality of generated virtual cameras using an internal image processing circuit to independently emulate a mechanical pan, tilt, zoom motion for each virtual camera; converting each of the plurality of views into a plurality of packets suitable for transmission over an Internet Protocol network; assigning to each virtual camera a unique Internet Protocol address; and
transmitting the packets using a different transmitting Internet Protocol address for each virtual camera.

[0127] According to various embodiments, there is provided: A video camera capable of transmitting and receiving more than one Internet Protocol address comprising: an optical and imaging system capable of capturing a wide field of view from a single fixed wide-angle digital video camera from which a plurality of views may be extracted; an image processing circuit correcting distortions introduced by the optical and imaging system and emulating a pan, tilt, and zoom motion for each view; a transmitting circuit coupled to the processing circuit converting a plurality of video image views into multiplexed data packets and transmitting a plurality of multiplexed packets with a different transmitting Internet Protocol address for each of the plurality of extracted view; and a receiving circuit capable of receiving packets with Internet Protocol addresses, with the packets comprising control information and the packet address indicating a view that the control information pertains to, the control information including commands for processing at least one extracted view to emulate a pan, tilt, zoom motion.

[0128] According to various embodiments, there is provided: A method of transmitting a plurality of views from a wide-angle video camera, comprising the steps of: processing extracted views corresponding to a plurality of virtual cameras in an image processing circuit internal to a single wide-angle video camera that includes emulating a mechanical pan, tilt, zoom motion in each virtual camera; multiplexing the extracted virtual camera views into a data stream for transmission; converting the data stream into a plurality of packets suitable for transmission over an Internet Protocol network, wherein a network address identifies each virtual camera view; and receiving view processing control information in a packet addressed to a network address corresponding to a virtual camera extracted view.

[0129] According to various embodiments, there is provided: A method of transmitting multiple views from a wide-angle video camera, comprising the steps of: processing extracted views in an image processing circuit internal to a single wide-angle video camera that includes emulating a mechanical pan, tilt, zoom motion for each view, each view designated by a unique network address; multiplexing the extracted addressed views into a data stream for transmission; and receiving view processing control information for one or more views using the network address for the desired extracted view.

[0130] According to various embodiments, there is provided: A camera with adjustable image projection distortion correction comprising: a) a wide-angle camera system configured to generate a digital video image using a lens providing an approximate hemispherical field of view and an image sensor, the digital video image distorted by the lens; b) an image processing circuit that receives and processes the distorted electronic image data to mathematically correct the distortion and can magnify and display views correlating to a plurality of generated virtual cameras monitoring individual regions of interest within the electronic image, where the camera system simultaneously maintains a view covering the entire approximate visual hemisphere, and where the correction includes using multiple distortion parameters to correct optical distortion that vary; c) a memory storing multiple parameters automatically selected to correct the optical distortions and interpolate parameters from the stored parameters if required; d) the multiple parameters used for correction held in a memory within the housing of the lens system or internal to the camera; e) a control circuit that transmits commands to the image processing circuit relating to one or more selected virtual cameras, the image processing circuit responding to the commands with executed commanded movement by correcting optical distortion to emulate a pan, tilt, or zoom command in a specified virtual camera; and f) an individual pixel created using a weighted sum of a selected group of pixels to be used in the correction, wherein the weight of each pixel of the group of pixels is determined by its distance from the individual pixel based on their relative coordinates derived from the distortion parameter correction.

[0131] According to various embodiments, there is provided: A method for operating a camera with adjustable image projection distortion correction, comprising the steps of: a) capturing a distorted optical image using a wide-angle lens system mounted on a digital camera into a distortion corrected digital video image; b) reducing optical distortions from the combination of the wide-angle lens system and an image sensor, wherein the reducing includes reference to a table of parameters specific to the particular wide-angle lens system and the image sensor combination held in a solid-state memory; and c) using an image processing circuit to reduce the optical distortions and electronically correct the distorted optical image to execute movement and zoom operations on the digital video image; d) wherein the table maps an individual pixel of a corrected output digital video image to an accurate coordinate in the captured distorted image, wherein pixel values within a local neighborhood of the distorted image are used to provide a weighted sum in an estimate of the value at the accurate coordinate on the sensed image; and e) wherein the weight assigned each pixel within the local neighborhood is determined by its distance from the accurate coordinate provided by the table.

[0132] According to various embodiments, there is provided: A camera with reduced optical distortion comprising: a) an optical lens system capturing a wide-angle view; b) an image sensor and circuitry converting the wide-angle view to a digital data signal suitable for use by an image processing circuit; c) the image processing circuit configured to execute a plurality of software tasks that include—reducing optical distortions introduced by the combination of the optical lens system and the image sensor where the reducing includes reference to a table of parameters; monitoring multiple specific objects while simultaneously maintaining surveillance of other objects, the processing of the digital data covering the wide-angle view or regions of interest within the view; and selectively conditioning transmission of views based on the action of the monitored multiple objects; d) wherein the table of parameters is stored in a solid-state memory and maps an individual pixel of a corrected image to an accurate coordinate in a captured image, wherein pixel values within a selected group are in a local neighborhood and are used to provide a weighted sum estimate of the value at the accurate coordinate on the corrected image.

[0133] According to various embodiments, there is provided: A digital camera reducing optical distortion from an optical system comprising: a wide-angle lens system mounted on a digital camera possessing internal image processing circuitry; and the image processing circuitry reducing optical distortions in a captured image, wherein the reducing includes reference to a table of parameters and
wherein the processing circuit performs at least one of the following software tasks—executes a plurality of software tasks on a digital image, one of the software tasks always being reducing optical geometric distortions; selectively conditions transmission of a partial set of images from the digital camera onto a network based on the results of event detection image processing; validates the results of event detection by another digital camera coupled to the digital camera; and autonomously identifies a specific object, while monitoring other objects, to track and communicate position and trajectory data of the object to at least one other digital camera, or receive position and trajectory data from another digital camera, and automatically maintain monitoring of the specific object as it moves across the field of view of multiple digital cameras.

[0134] According to various embodiments, there is provided: A method for multi object processing in a wide-angle video camera, comprising the steps of: capturing a wide-angle view using a wide-angle lens and sensor system mounted on a video camera possessing internal image processing circuitry; converting the captured wide-angle view into a digital view; executing a plurality of software tasks in the image processing circuitry, wherein at least one of the following software tasks is performed—reducing optical distortions in the digital view; extracting at least one region of interest from the digital view; selectively conditioning transmission of a partial set of views from the video camera onto a network based on the results of event detection image processing; validating the results of event detection by another video camera coupled to the video camera; and autonomously identifying a specific object, while monitoring other objects, to track and communicate position and trajectory data of the object to at least one other video camera, or receiving position and trajectory data from another video camera, and automatically maintaining monitoring of the specific object as it moves across the field of view of multiple video cameras; wherein the reducing includes reference to a table of parameters organized as a forward or reverse mapping.

[0135] According to various embodiments, there is provided: A method for image processing in a wide-angle video camera, comprising the steps of: capturing a wide-angle view using a wide-angle lens and sensor system mounted on a video camera possessing internal image processing circuitry; converting the captured wide-angle view into a digital view; reducing optical distortions in the digital view; extracting at least one region of interest from the digital view; automatically identifying a specific object, while monitoring other objects, to track and communicate position and trajectory data of the object to at least one other video camera, or receive position and trajectory data from another video camera, and automatically maintain monitoring of the specific object as it moves across the field of view of multiple video cameras; wherein the reducing includes reference to a table of parameters organized as a forward or reverse mapping.

[0136] According to various embodiments, there is provided: A method of transmitting a plurality of views from a video camera, comprising the steps of: (a) capturing a scene in a wide-angle video camera and extracting at least one view of a possible plurality of views covering the entire scene; (b) processing any extracted views to correspond to a virtual camera in an image processing circuit internal to the wide-angle video camera that includes emulating a mechanical pan, tilt, zoom motion in each virtual camera; (c) scaling the plurality of extracted views to independently and respectively specified sizes within the camera, where each view is a geometry corrected wide-angle virtual camera view of a region of interest selectively extracted and each independently scaled and each independently controlled as a virtual camera; (d) compositing at least a portion of the virtual camera views into one or more views to form a composite video which includes multiple different views according to step (b) and (c) selectively superimposed, adjacent, or tiled; (e) converting each of the composited virtual camera views into a plurality of packets suitable for transmission over an Internet Protocol network, with a packet stream uniquely addressed for each virtual camera with an Internet Protocol address; and (f) whereby a compositing of superimposed, adjacent, or tiled views can be accomplished by the camera, or by a base station using a plurality of composited views, wherein the base station supports a surveillance monitor able to display the views simultaneously, superimposed, adjacent, or tiled, and individually scaled as selected, and selectively positioned in the framed view of the monitor.

[0137] According to various embodiments, there is provided: A video camera capable of transmitting and receiving more than one Internet Protocol address comprising: an optical and imaging system capable of capturing a wide field of view from a fixed wide-angle digital video camera from which a plurality of views may be extracted; an image processing circuit for processing distortions introduced by the optical and imaging system and emulating a pan, tilt, and zoom motion for each view and selectively extracting multiple views centered on multiple regions of interest in the video to process the multiple view data into composited separate frame images, each view data set independently scaled to a specified size from a different emulated pan-tilt-zoom movement; and a transmitting circuit coupled to the processing circuit converting video images into data packets and transmitting a plurality of packets with a different transmitting Internet Protocol address for each composited view data set, whereby the composited views are viewable simultaneously as selectively superimposed, tiled, or adjacent images that can simultaneously include images and scenes from different wide-angle video cameras.

[0138] According to various embodiments, there is provided: A method of transmitting a plurality of views from a wide-angle video camera comprising: processing image data for a plurality of views extracted from a captured wide-angle image in an image processing circuit internal to a wide-angle video camera that can include emulating a mechanical pan, tilt, zoom motion in each extracted view and correcting optical distortion introduced by at least a wide-angle lens and selecting at least one region of interest from within the wide-angle image; converting each of the plurality of views and the wide-angle image into a plurality of packets suitable for transmission over an Internet Protocol network; compositing at least a portion of the plurality of views and the wide-angle image to form a composite video which includes multiple different views selectively superimposed, adjacent, or tiled, which can include the selected at least one region of interest; and transmitting the packets with a packet stream uniquely addressed for each composited view and the wide-angle image with a network address for viewing.

[0139] According to various embodiments, there is provided: A digital camera reducing optical distortion from an optical system comprising: a wide-angle lens system
mounted on a digital camera possessing internal image processing circuitry; the image processing circuitry reducing optical distortions in a captured image, wherein the reducing includes reference to a table of parameters and wherein the processing circuit performs at least one of the following software tasks—executes a plurality of software tasks on a digital image, one of the software tasks always being reducing optical geometric distortions; selectively conditions transmission of a partial set of images from the digital camera onto a network based on the results of event detection image processing; validates the results of event detection by another digital camera coupled to the digital camera; autonomously identifies a specific object, while monitoring other objects, to track and communicate position and trajectory data of the object to at least one other digital camera, or receive position and trajectory data from another digital camera, and automatically maintain monitoring of the specific object as it moves across the field of view of multiple digital cameras; compositing at least a portion of multiple regions of interest into composited separate frame images, each composited image data set independently scaled and simultaneously viewable as superimposed, adjacent, or tiled views; storing multiple parameters in a memory to automatically select to correct the optical distortions and interpolate parameters from the stored parameters if required; and converting output video images into data packets and transmitting a plurality of packets with a different transmitting network address for each region of interest view and composited image data set, the network address used to control the image data processing of the each region of interest view and composited image data set.

[0141] According to various embodiments, there is provided: A video camera, comprising: a wide-angle camera system configured to generate a digital video image using a lens providing an approximate hemispherical field of view and an image sensor, the digital video image distorted by the lens; an image processing circuit that receives and processes the distorted electronic image data to mathematically correct the distortion and can process image data correlating to a plurality of generated virtual cameras monitoring individual regions of interest within the digital video image, that also includes simultaneously monitoring multiple specific objects without losing surveillance of other multiple objects, the processing of the digital image covering either a wide-angle frame of regions of interest within the frame, wherein the camera system simultaneously maintains a view covering the entire approximate visual hemisphere; a control circuit that transmits commands to the image processing circuit relating to one or more selected virtual cameras monitoring a region of interest, the image processing circuit responding to the commands with executed commanded movement by correcting optical distortion to emulate a pan, tilt, or zoom command in a specified region of interest; a memory storing multiple parameters automatically selected to correct the optical distortions and interpolate parameters from the stored parameters if required; a transmitting circuit coupled to the processing circuit converting output video images into data packets and transmitting a plurality of packets with a different transmitting Internet Protocol address for each region of interest view and composited image data set; and an individual pixel created using a weighted sum of a selected group of pixels to be used in the correction, wherein the weight of each pixel of the group of pixels is determined by its distance from the individual pixel based on their relative coordinates derived from the distortion parameter correction.

[0140] According to various embodiments, there is provided: A method of operating a digital camera, comprising the steps of: processing image data for a plurality of views extracted from a captured wide-angle image in an image processing circuit internal to a wide-angle video camera that can include emulating a mechanical pan, tilt, zoom motion in each extracted view and correcting optical distortion introduced by at least a wide-angle lens and selecting at least one region of interest from within the wide-angle image that includes reducing optical distortions using a reference to a table of parameters and wherein a processing circuit performs at least one of the following software tasks—selectively conditioning transmission of a partial set of images from the digital camera onto a network based on the results of event detection image processing; validating the results of event detection by another digital camera coupled to the digital camera; and autonomously identifying a specific object, while monitoring other objects, to track and communicate position and trajectory data of the object to at least one other digital camera, or receive position and trajectory data from another digital camera, and automatically maintaining monitoring of the specific object as it moves across the field of view of multiple digital cameras; compositing at least a portion of multiple regions of interest into composited separate frame images, each composited image data set independently scaled and simultaneously viewable as superimposed, adjacent, or tiled views; storing multiple parameters in a memory to automatically select to correct the optical distortions and interpolate parameters from the stored parameters if required; and converting output video images into data packets and transmitting a plurality of packets with a different transmitting network address for each region of interest view and composited image data set, the network address used to control the image data processing of the each region of interest view and composited image data set.
According to various embodiments, there is provided: A Surveillance camera, comprising: a wide-angle lens and image sensor system configured to generate a digital video image using a lens capturing an approximate hemispherical image data set, the digital video image optically distorted by the lens and sensor; an image processing circuit that receives and processes the distorted digital video image data to perform at least one of the following tasks: correct optical distortions introduced by the lens and sensor; execute movement and zoom operations on the digital video image by electronically manipulating the digital image data; condition transmission of a partial set of images from the digital video image data based on the results of event detection; validate results of a detection algorithm by another surveillance camera coupled to the surveillance camera; autonomously identify a specific object from multiple monitored objects; track multiple identified object; communicate position and trajectory data of ones of multiple identified object to at least one other surveillance camera; receive position and trajectory data from another surveillance camera for multiple objects; automatically track and monitor a specific object as it moves across the field of view of multiple the surveillance camera; and designate at least one region of interest based on a software algorithm result; a control circuit that transmits commands to the image processing circuit relating to the at least one region of interest, the image processing circuit responding to the commands with executed commanded movement to emulate a pan, tilt, or zoom movement to at least one specified region of interest; and a transmitting circuit transmitting desired region of interest images and the complete digital video image for simultaneous viewing, with each region of interest image and the complete digital video image scalable to different resolutions and controlled to emulate movement and zoom.

According to various embodiments, there is provided: A surveillance video camera, comprising: a wide-angle lens and image sensor system configured to generate a digital video image using a lens capturing an approximate hemispherical image data set, the digital video image optically distorted by the lens and sensor; and a memory storing captured wide-angle video image frames or image frames of regions of interest and a programmable image processing circuit that accesses and processes the stored video image frames to perform at least one of the following tasks: correct optical distortions introduced by the lens and sensor; execute movement and zoom operations on the digital video image by electronically manipulating the digital image data; condition transmission of a partial set of images from the digital video image data based on the results of event detection; validate results of a detection algorithm by another surveillance camera coupled to the surveillance camera; autonomously identify a specific object from multiple monitored objects; track an identified object; communicate position and trajectory data of an identified object to at least one other surveillance camera; receive position and trajectory data from another surveillance camera for an object; and automatically track and monitor a specific object as it moves across the field of view of multiple the surveillance camera; and designate at least one region of interest based on a software algorithm result.

According to various embodiments, there is provided: A method of monitoring an area using a wide-angle digital video camera, comprising: capturing a digital video image using a lens providing an approximate hemispherical field of view and an image sensor to monitor an area, the digital video image distorted by the lens; programming an image processing circuit to process the distorted electronic image video data to mathematically correct the distortion and perform at least one analysis algorithm on the image; using an analysis algorithm result to autonomously designate at least one region of interest correlating to a generated virtual camera monitoring the individual region of interest within the digital video image; monitoring multiple specific objects without losing surveillance of other multiple objects, the processing of the digital image including identifying an object and tracking the object among multiple objects; correcting optical distortion to emulate a pan, tilt, or zoom command in a specified virtual camera; and storing in a local storage at least one video image frame for later processing and analysis.

Modifications and Variations

As will be recognized by those skilled in the art, the innovative concepts described in the present application can be modified and varied over a tremendous range of applications, and accordingly the scope of patented subject matter is not limited by any of the specific exemplary teachings given. It is intended to embrace all such alternatives, modifications and variations that fall within the spirit and broad scope of the appended claims.

The innovations of the present application are preferably implemented using a wide-angle camera, though any type of camera can be used in implementing the present invention, including other anamorphic and non-anamorphic imaging systems. Additionally, although a video camera is described a camera capturing still images at a periodic time interval can be used.

Many of the innovations herein can be thought of in the context of an implemented virtual camera. However, it is not necessary that a virtual camera as such is created. The innovative systems herein can also be described as extracting separate ROIs or views and processing image data to display at different scales centered on different portions of a captured image. These views can be addressable by unique IP addresses.

It is also noted that though some of the present innovations are described as being implemented on computer-readable media using instructions, this is not intended to limit the scope of implementing the present invention. For example, one or more processors could be programmed to perform the innovations herein described.
30. (canceled)

31. A surveillance video camera, comprising:
   a wide-angle lens and image sensor system configured to
generate a digital video image using a lens capturing an
approximate hemispherical image data set, the digital
video image optically distorted by the lens and sensor;
and
   a memory storing captured wide-angle video image
frames or image frames of regions of interest and a
programmable image processing circuit that accesses
and processes the stored video image frames to perform
at least one of the following tasks:
correct optical distortions introduced by the lens and
sensor;
execute movement and zoom operations on the digital
video image by electronically manipulating the digital
image data;
condition transmission of a partial set of images from
the digital video image data based on the results of
event detection;
validate results of a detection algorithm by another
surveillance camera coupled to the surveillance cam-
era;
automatically identify a specific object among multiple
monitored objects;
track an identified object;
communicate position and trajectory data of an identi-
fied object to at least one other surveillance camera;
receive position and trajectory data from another sur-
veillance camera for an object; and
automatically track and monitor a specific object as it
moves across the field of view of multiple the
surveillance camera; and
designate at least one region of interest based on a
software algorithm result.

32. The surveillance camera of claim 31, further com-
prising a control circuit that transmits commands to the
image processing circuit relating to the at least one region
of interest, the image processing circuit responding to the
commands with executed commanded movement to emulate
a pan, tilt, or zoom movement to at least one specified region
of interest.

33. The surveillance camera of claim 31, further com-
prising a transmitting circuit transmitting desired region of
interest images and the complete digital video image for
simultaneous viewing, with each region of interest image
and the complete digital video image scalable to different
resolutions and controlled to emulate movement and zoom.

34. The surveillance camera of claim 31, wherein a
region of interest corresponds to a virtual camera addressed by
a network address and controllable autonomously by the soft-
ware in the surveillance camera and also from a base station
using the network address.

35. The surveillance camera of claim 31, wherein a
software algorithm in the programmable image processing
circuit performs at least one of:
   behavior detection;
   motion detection;
   smoke detection;
   left package detection;
   face recognition;
   object detection; and
   event detection.

36. The surveillance camera of claim 31, wherein the
programmable image processing circuit can execute move-
ment and zoom commands while performing image analysis
on the portions or the totality of the stored image video
frame.

37. The surveillance camera of claim 31, wherein the
programmable image processing circuit can execute move-
ment and zoom commands specific to at least one region of
interest on a live video image feed while simultaneously
performing image analysis on the portions or the totality of
the stored image video frame.

38. The surveillance camera of claim 31, wherein the
programmable image processing circuit can have software to
perform a task added or modified.

39. A method of monitoring an area using a wide-angle
digital video camera, comprising:
capturing a digital video image using a lens providing an
approximate hemispherical field of view and an image
tensor to monitor an area, the digital video image
distorted by the lens;
programming an image processing circuit to process the
distorted electronic image video data to mathematically
correct the distortion and perform at least one analysis
algorithm on the image;
using an analysis algorithm result to autonomously des-
ignate at least one region of interest correlating to a
generated virtual camera monitoring the individual
region of interest within the digital video image;
monitoring multiple specific objects without losing sur-
veillance of other multiple objects, the processing of
the digital image including identifying an object and
tracking the object among multiple objects;
correcting optical distortion to emulate a pan, tilt, or zoom
command in a specified virtual camera; and
storing in a local storage at least one video image frame
for later processing and analysis.

40. The method of claim 39, further comprising the step
of:
modifying software on the processing circuit.

41. The method of claim 40, wherein the software per-
forms at least one of the following:
correct optical distortions introduced by the lens and
sensor;
execute movement and zoom operations on the digital
video image by electronically manipulating the digital
image data;
condition transmission of a partial set of images from
the digital video image data based on the results of event
detection;
validate results of a detection algorithm by another sur-
veillance camera coupled to the surveillance camera;
automatically identify a specific object among multiple
monitored objects;
track an identified object among multiple objects;
communicate position and trajectory data of an identified object to at least one other surveillance camera; receive position and trajectory data from another surveillance camera for an object; and automatically track and monitor a specific object as it moves across the field of view of multiple surveillance cameras; and designate at least one region of interest based on a software algorithm result.

42. The method of claim 39, wherein the programmable image processing circuit performs at least one of the following analysis:
- behavior detection;
- motion detection;
- smoke detection;
- left package detection;
- face recognition;
- object detection; and
- event detection.

43. The method of claim 40, wherein the virtual camera is designated by a network address and controllable autonomously by the software in the camera and also from a base station using the network address.

44. A method of using a distorted image data from a wide-angle digital video camera, comprising the steps of:
- storing image data in a local memory accessible by an image processing circuit;
- programming an image processing circuit to process image data to mathematically correct the distortion on at least one of live video feed image data or stored image data;
- performing at least one analysis algorithm on the image data, the analysis performed on at least one of a live video feed or stored image data;
- using an analysis algorithm result to autonomously designate at least one region of interest within the video image; and
- monitoring multiple specific objects without losing surveillance of other multiple objects, the processing of the image data including identifying an object and tracking the object among multiple objects.

45. The method of claim 44, further comprising the step of:
- correcting optical distortion to emulate a pan, tilt, or zoom command in a specified region of interest.

46. The method of claim 44, further comprising the step of:
- modifying image processing software in the processing circuit.

47. The method of claim 44, wherein the processing of image data can further comprise the steps of:
- correcting optical distortions introduced by a lens and sensor;
- executing commanded movement and zoom operations on the digital video image by electronically manipulating the image data;
- conditioning transmission of a partial set of images from the digital video image data based on the results of an algorithm;
- validating results of an analysis algorithm by another video camera;
- autonomously identifying a specific object among multiple monitored objects;
- tracking an identified object among multiple objects;
- communicating position and trajectory data of an identified object to at least one other video cameras;
- receiving position and trajectory data from another surveillance camera for an object; and
- automatically tracking and monitoring a specific object as it moves across the field of view of multiple the video cameras.

48. The method of claim 44, wherein the programmable image processing circuit performs at least one of the following algorithm analysis:
- behavior detection;
- motion detection;
- smoke detection;
- left package detection;
- face recognition;
- object detection; and
- event detection.

49. The method of claim 40, wherein the region of interest correlates to a virtual camera designated by a network address and controllable autonomously by the software in the video camera and also from a base station using the network address.

* * * * *